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Asthe
generalizations of the Riemann's mapplng theorem in a complex variable, three types

of canonical domains of a bounded domain in Cn are studied by S･ Bergman, M. Maschler and

otbers.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate various properties, relations and distortion theorems

on these canonical domains and the canonical mapplngS Of the biholomorphic equivalent class of

a bounded domain.

Unfortunately, the uniqueness of each one of these canonical domains of the biholomorphic

equivalent class does not hold･ In order to avoid this di缶culty, lastly we shall de丘ne another canon-

ical domain, i. e., the normal domain.

domalll, i. e., the normal domain.

1. htroduction

2. MiIlimum problem arLd carLOnical domains

By the Riemann's mapplng theorem in a complex

variable, we can get a disc as也e canonical domain

of the conformal equivalent class of a simply connected

domain in C･ But in several comDlex variables, it is

known that a ball is not biholomorphically
equlValent

to a pDlycyli王Ider･ Therefore, even simply collneCted

domains in C" do not necessarily have the same

canonical domain･ This suggests complicated circums-

tances on the canonical domain of a bo□nded domain

in C■ (〝≧2).

Using extremal functions expressed in terms of

the Bergman kernel function, three types of canonical

domains of a b)unded domain in C" are defined and

studied by S･ Bergman[1L M･ Maschler [7], [8], J.

Mitchell [11] and others [9L [10], [12L [13].

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the

various properties, relations and distortion theorems

on the canonical domains and canonical mapplngS Of

the biholomorphic equivalent class of a bounded

domain.

Unfortunately, the uniquer.ess of each one of

these canonical domains of the biholomorphic
equivalent

class does not hold, since they depend on the initial

conditions and the distinguished
point. 1n order to avoid

this di缶culty, lastly we shall de丘ne another canonical
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Let D be a bounded domain in C^ and H?,,n2

(D) be the class of p-tuple vector functions I(z)-

i(Ill(I),-･, fb(a)), I-t(Zl,-,a.) such that I,･(I)

(i-1,･･･,A) belong to the class H2(D) f Lebesgue

square integrable holon〇rphic functions
and r, I-A

(A: a
given constant matrix of the type of ∠-,I),

where ∠-,denotes a bounded linear functional evalu･

ated at ～, wbicb
is

called a distingllisbed point.

vol(D), kD(Z, i-), TD(a, i-)and MD,A(a, i) denote

the Euclidean volume of D, the Bergman kernel

function of D, the Bergman metric tensor and the

minimizing function
eHb,A,,2 (D) such that

JDIIMD･A(Z･ i) l
J2w&sJDt

Lf(a) Il2w&,

feH9,A.`
2

(D), respectively. a. denotes the Euclidean

measure and

TD(a, i) -D.*D.log kD(a, i1
- (k(a, i-)kll(a,i-)-klO(a, i-)kol(a,i-))/k2(a, i-),

where D.-∂/az- (∂/8zl,･･･,∂/∂z.),
D.*-t (∂/∂乏)

and

k,･,･(a,i-)- (D&*)''(D.))'kD(I,i1.

Lemma 2. 1 The minimizing function in Hb.A.,2

(D) is given by

(2.1) MD,A(Z, i)-A(¢*(i)¢(i))~1¢*(i)¢(a),
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where ¢(I) denote an orlhonormal base of the complex

Hilberi
space H2(D) and め(i) denotes I, ¢.

The r2-mim'mum value of MD.A (I,i) is given by

(2･2) }D.A (i)

-TraceJDMD,A
(I, i) (MD･^ (I, i))*wl

- Trace〔A (¢* (i)¢ (i))~1A*〕.

Here and after A* denotes the iransbosfd conjugate

matrix of A. Il is clear thai ¢*(i)¢(i) -I,+ムkD(･, ･)

and ¢*(i)¢(a) -rt*kD(I, ･).

Tbe proof of this lemma is glVen by the same

manner as irュ [10], so we omitt this.

First, we enumerate some known resuls on mini･

mum values(see [iO]).

(2.3) lD.(1)(i)-1/kD(i, i-), I,I-(I(i))-(1),

(2.4) )D,(0,1)(i,a)-1/[kD(i,君)u*TD(i, i-)u],

I,I-(I(i),∂uf(i))- (0, 1), where ∂〟(･)deriOteS ((∂/

az) ･)a- (D.･)u.

For an n-tuple vector function I(I)eH",(o.E),E2(D)

with LJ-(1, Dz)(I-(o, E), where
E der10teS the

unit matrix E" of order n, the minimizing function

and the mi山mum vallle
are glVen by

(2.5) MD.(..E) (i,i)-T~1[kk川(I, t1-klOk(a, i-)]/k2

and

(2.6)スD.(0.E)(i)-Trace[kT]~l,

where k,i(I, t1-(D&*)'1(D&)jkD(I, i-), klj-kij(i, i)

and T-TD(i, i-). (2.6) isgiven by

･2･7, 〔…1.:0111Tl
i/k+kol(kT)-1k10/A, -kol

(kT) -i/k

-
(kT) -1klO/k, (kT)~l

(i) Minimal domain ill Cn

A bounded domain D is called the minimal
domaiII

with center at I
eD (with respect to a dtstlngutshed

boinl i) if vol (D) ≦vol(i(D)) holds for any holomorphic

map I(a)-E(fl(Z),･.･,I"(a)), I-'(zl,.･･,Z乃), Which
is

locally one-tc-one expect in a denumcrable riumber

of analytic segments of manifolds of compicx dimen-

sions ≦n-1, with a single-valued Jacobian and(I(i) ,

det(DBf(i)))-(I, 1) [7], [8].

1t is kr_own that a domain D is a mirlimal domain

with center at T if and only if

(2.8) MD.(1)(I, T)-kD(I,チ)/kD(で,チ)-1, zeD,

Or

(2.9) 1/vol(D)-kL,(ち テ)≦kD(a,2), a eD,

where the equality oi (2.9) holds only for之-で[6].

A holomorphic map w(I), which maps a bounded

schlicht domain D onto a minimal domain A with

cent･er at T under the initial conditions a)(i)-T, det

(D&w(i)) -1, satis怠es

(2.10) deモ(D之u)(2))-kD(I, i-)/kD(i, i-), a eD.

This mlnimaJ/ function u)(a) may not be unique.

For n-1, w(a)

-I;kD
(a, i)/kD(i, ildz denotes

the canonical mapp111g Of the Riemann's mapplng

theorem in C.

(ii) RepresentatiFe domaill in C･'

For a hour.dcd
schlicht dcmain D, the image

domain A of D under the mapping (rePres.mtattVe

function)

(2.ll) w(a)-MD,(0,E)(a, i)/MD.(1)(i, i)+I

-TD~1(i, i)

､J';
TD(Z, i-)d之+I

is
called

the representative domain with center atで

(with respect to a distinguished point i).

A domain D is a representative domain with

ce王Iter atでif and o111y if

(2.12) MD,(0.E)(a, I)/MD.0)(a, T)

- TDLLl (I,

i)∫
TD(Z,チ)dz-I-I,之eD

Or

(2.13) TD(a,ラ)-TD(T,香),之eD.

Because of the bihoiomorphic relative invariance:

(2.14) TD(I, i)-(D.x(i))*TA(X(I), X(i))D之X(a)

under any biholomorphic map x(a) with x(D) -A, the

representative function (2. ll) is biholomorphic in-

variant under D2X (i)-E.

(iii)Minimal domain of moment of irLertia in C拝

(shortly rnomeILt minimal domain)

Such a minimizillg map W(I)eH",(r.E).,2(D)

that

J｡(o,11w-TL
l2wwSJJI

[f-Tl l2wf,feH",･E,･L 2(D)I

where A(0)arid A are imagedomains under the map-

Fir:gs w(i) and I(I) of D, respectively, is called the

minimal fuMClion oj- momer,i of inertia (shortly,

momtnl minimal function) and the image domain

A(o)-u'(D) is
called the moment minimal domain

with center at I-W(i) (With respect to a distinguished

point i). The moment minimal function a(a) satisfies

(2.15) (w(I) -T)det(D&w(I)) -MD,(0.E)(a, i).

A domail,. D is a moment minimal domain with

center atでeD if and only if
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(2.16) MD.(0.E)(a,丁)-TDll(T,ぞ) ∫;TD(ち テ)d2

-z一丁, ZeD,

Or

(2.17) TD(I,チ)-TD(I,ラ)-TD(丁,チ), zeD,

where

(2.18) TD(I,ぞ)-〔k kll(I,ラ)-klO kol(a,チ)〕/k2,

A.･j-k.･,I(丁,i).

!t is known that there exists a representative

but nonminimal domain with the same center.

Definition 2.1 We call a point i-
ec", which

satisfies

(2.19) ∫刀
(之-i)w才-0,

to be the center of gravity of D.

t is the center of gravity in the ordinary sense

in E2". A bounded domain D has only one center of

宮ravity:

(2･20)
i-=IDZ-a/VOl

(D)

and it holds that for any i
eC"

(2.21) I(D, i)-I(D,i-)+li-tl2vol(D),

where I(D, i) denotes the moment of inertia of D

with respect to i

:JD-
lz-tH2wl･

Notice that for a moment minimal domain 刀
with

center at to
eD I(D, to)≧I(D, i) holds, where the

center of gravity i- of D may not belong to D. The

equality holds if and only if i～-io
eD.

3. Relations among the canonical domains

Lemma 3. 1 Arbitrary two conditions among ihc

following

(i) D is
a桝inimal

domat'n
with center air,

(ii) D l's a rebresentalive domain with center ai I and

(iii)D is a桝Omeni minimal domain with center atで

are subicz'entio ike remainder [9].

We call a domain β wi也(i) and (ii) (conseq-

uently (iii))a standard domain with center at T.

Necessaryand suBicient conditions that D is a standard

domain with center at I are kD(ち f)-c and kD.ll(a,

ラ)-c'in D. Complete Carath6odory
circular domains

and in particular the classical Cartan domains with

cellter at t九e origin are standard domaiIIS With center

at the orlgln.

Hereafter, without loss of generality we shall treat
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canonical domainswith center at the orlgln, Since

parallel transformations preserve the canonical prop-

erties.

Further, if confusions will not occur, without notice

we shall sometimes use the abbreviated notations k,･j

(a,～)and k.Ljinstead of (D&*) ''(D&)''kD(I,i) and (D.*)i

(DB)''kD(i, i1, respectively.

Lemma 3.2 Let D be a bounded 71u'nimal domain

with center at lhe ong3n in D, then u)e have

(i)jlor any function I(a) eH2(D) u'ith I(o) -o,

JbI(a) w&-o,

(ii)ike center of a minimal domal'n D is the center of

gravity of D.

(ii) shou)s that lh3 Center Of a minimal domain is

uniqu3 (Cf･ [7]) and I(D, o)≦I(D, i), i∈C", holds,

where the equality holds u)hen and only when i-o.

Proof. By (2.8) and the reproducing property of

the Bergman kernel function we have

JDf(I)w･-IDf(a)kD(I, 0) /kD (0, 0)w&

=f(o)/kD(0, 0) -0,

wbicb shows (i). We have, from (i),

wbicb shows (ii) (see (2.21)).

z叫-0,

Theorem 3. 1 Let D b2 a bounded ml'n3'mal domain

with center at ih2 Origin, th.on the followl'ng co)･1diiions

are equt-valent.

(i) D is a r3Presgniative do7na3'n u)lib center at

lhe origin,

(ii) D l's a mo.mint Tfu'nz'mal do7nal'n w3'th center

ai ike orlg3n,

(iii)kll(a, 0)-kll(0, 0) or klO(I, 0)-kll(0, 0)I

LAN D,

(vi) I(D, o)-vol(D)Trace[TD~1(o, o)],

which is
equiL)aleni io p2- Trace[TD~1 (o, o)]. p denotes

the radl'us of roialion of D.

Proof. (i)⇔(ii) is clear from IJemma 3.1.

A minimal domain D with center at the orlgln

is also a representative domaill
Vitb the same

center if and only if TD(I, 0)-TD(0, 0), i.e., kll(Z,

0)/k(0, 0)-kll(0, 0)/k(o,o), since kD(a, 0)=k(o,

0) holds iⅢ 刀. This s血ows (i)⇔(iii).

Finally, we shall show that (ii)⇔(iv). Let D

be a minimal andalso moment minimal domain with

the same center at the orlgln, then we have from
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(2.6), (2.9) and (2.16)

I(D,

o)-JDl
lzf
!2wl-ID[lMD.(..E,(Z･ 0) H2wl

-lD.(0,E) (0)-Trace[kD(0, 0) TD (0,0)]~1

-γol (刀)Trace[㍍~1 (o, o)]-γol(刀)β2,

since 0 is the center of gravity of D from Lemma

3.2. Therefore, we have (ii)⇒(iv).

The converse is trlle, Since

I(D, o) -vol(D)TraceTD-I (o, o) -)D.(0,E) (0)

and for any I(I) in (o, E)-class

I(I(D), o)

-JAf
lil
l2wf-JD[]f(a)det(DJ(I))Il2wz

≧}D,(0,E) (0)-I(D, o)

bold, where ∠ダニ/(刀).This s血ows (iv)⇒(ii).

Example 3.I In Bn-(a eCnlz*z<1), we have

kD(I, 0) - (ll;*z)-(n'1)n!/7rnlこ=O-n!/7r"

-1/vol (B.),

TD(a, 0) - (n+1) (E-zこ*)-1(1-こ*z)-ll(=o

- (n+1)E,

kD,ll(Z, 0)-(n+1) !E/が,

anld(Bn,

0)

-I:
r2S(r) dr-n7;"/ (n+1) !

-p2vol (B")

Trace[TD~1(o, o)] -Trace[(n+1) E] -n/ (n+1) -p2,

where γol(Bn)-zen/n! and S(r) denotes the volume of

z*z-r2 (o≦r≦1).

Lemma 3.3 L2i D be a mo.m3ntm!nimaL domain

u)ith c2nt3r at ih.Q Orlgln, th.9n the followl'ng conditions

are
equl'valeni.

(i) th3 0rtgln is the c3nter Of gravl'ty of D,

(ii)kD,Ol(0, 0)-0 or kD.10(0, 0)-0.

Proof. From the Risez's theorem we have

JDZwa-fDMD.(O.E)(Z･ 0) w2

-TD-1(o, o)J｡[k klO (I,0) -k10k(I, o)]/k2w&

ニー(k2TD(0, 0))~1klO,

wbicb shows that (i)⇔(ii).

Theorem 3･2 Lei Dbe a moment minimal domain,

whos-o center ai lhe origin t.s also lhe center of gravity

of itself,lhen

kD.10(I, 0)-kD,ll(0,0)I, I
eD

holds. The converse is true.

Proof･ For a domain D as above, from Lemma

3.3
and (2.16) we have

z-MD.(0,E) (Z, 0) =[k11/k]-1klO(a, 0)/k.

Therefore, we have kll(2, 0)-kll in D.

On the other hand, if D satisfies klO(I, 0)-kllち

then we have k10-0 and kll(I, 0) -kll in D. Therefore,

we have

MD,(0.E)(I, 0) -TD-I(o, o)k10(a, 0)/k

- kll-1kllZ-I,

wbicb shows tbat βis a moment minimal domair】

with center at the origin. From Lemma 3.3 the orlgln

is als〇 the center of gravity of 刀.

Remark 3. 1 The ChrisloHel symbol is expressed

by the matrix TD~1(I,ゑ)D&TD(I,豆) [5]. If D is a

representative domain with center atちtben we easily

have, from (2.13),

TD-1(i, i-)D&TD(i, i-)-0 (i.e.,月at at i sD).

If D is a moment minimal domain, whose center

at i is also the center of gravity of itself, then the

Christoffel symbol equals to o at i. Indeed, differentiating

a-i-MD.(0,E) (a, i)

- (kTD)-lk(a, iI)

.∫:
TD(a, i-)dz

two times with respect toち We have the result.

Theorem 3.3 Let D be a bounded homogene(us

Lu Qi-Keng domain (kD(a, ∈)≠O in DxD*)and also

a
rePreseniail've domain with center ai ike origin, then

D is a minimal domal'n
u)ith lhe same center tf and

only if the bi'holomorPhic l'nvarz'anl

(3.1) JD(z, ()…det TD(I, ∈)/kD(2, 冒)-COnSianl

holds in DxD*.

In particular, homogenems
standard domains, say

classical Carton domains, have lhe properly (3.1) (cf.

[7] Corollary 1).

Proof. If D is a refresentative and also minimal

domain with center at the orlgln, We have

JD(a, 0)-det TD(a, 0)/kD(a, 0)

-det TD(0, 0)/kD(0, 0)-JD(0, 0), zeD.

For any transitive map h((a) with h((o)-;, ( eD,

we have, from the biholomorphic relative
invariances

of kD(ちi-)and det TD(a, i),

JD(I, 0)-det TD(I, 0)/kD(a, 0)

-det TD(h((I), E)/kD(h((I), ∈)

-JD(h((a),こ)-JD(u), (), (W,こ)eDxD,

wbicb shows (3.1).

Converse is true from (3.1), (2.13) and (2.8).

4. Distortions in canonical domains

We de血e the sets of points
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c(D)=(i eD[kD(i, i-)-1/vol(D))

alld

m(D)≡(i eD‡kD(i, 7)≦min kD(z, 2)) [3].
&LD

If kD(a, 2) becomes in血ite everywhere on ∂D,

say D is a pseudoconvex domain
of holomorphy or a

homogeneous domain [2], [6], then

m(D) ≠≠and m(D)⊃c(D).

The set c(D) consists of at most one pointofD, and

is nonempty if and only if c(D) -m(D).
∂ is a

minimal doⅡlaiII With center at ～if and

only if i-c(D) ≠≠as is stated before.

Theorem 4･1 Lei D be a bounded homogeneous

domal'n and F(a) be a biholomorpht'c map of D onto

A=F(D). If I(a) l's a holomorbhic mapof D into A,

then w8 have ike generalized Schwarz lem,mtl

(4.1) !dei(Dgf(I)) f2≦kD(I,乏)/kA(I(I), f76)

-dot TD(I, i)/det TA(I(a), fT76),a eD.

Proof･ Let G(I) be a holomorphic map of D into

itself with a触ed point i
eD, therl We have

(4.2) ldet(D.a(i)) f≦1,

since ((DIG(i))*)A(D･G(i))h≦R･'TD(i, i-), A-1,2, -･,

hold from the fundamental theorem of K･H･ Look(see

[10])･ Set G(I) -(F-Iohqof)(I) for a transitive map

ha(w) of A(A: homogeneous)with ha(a) -β-F(i) and

α-I(i), then G(I) maps D holomorphically into D

with G(i)-i. From (4.2) we have

ldet(D&G(i)) I- ldet(D. (Fllohaof)(i)) l≦1.

Noting that dF-I/dF- (D.F(I))ll, we have

Tdet(D&f(i)) l≦fdet(D.F(i)) I/ldet(Dwha(α)) I.

The biholomorphic
relative invariances of the Bergman

kernel function
and the Bergman

metric tensor

give uS

kD(i, i-)-kA(β, β)ldet(D.F(i)=2,
′′~

kA(α,虎) -kA(β, B)[det(Dwha(α)) l2

and

det TD(i, i-)=det TA(β, β=det(D.F(i)) r2

det TL(α,皮)-det TJ(β, β)ldet(Dwhq(α)) I2･
Therefore･ we obtain the result, since we may take

i to be an arbitrary point in D.

Corollary 4. I If I(a) maps a bounded homogene-

(us domain D into itself,then we hal)e

(4.3) ldel(D.I(a)) J2≦kD(a,乏)/kD(I(a),ア向),

a cD [2], [6].

In Particular, for ro e桝(D), which is nonembly,
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u)e hat)I,

(4.4) ldel(DJ(To)) l≦1 (cf. (4.2)).

Coro11ary 4.2 In Theorem 4.1, since To

em(A)

exists, u)u9 have

(4.5) Jdei(D.f(a)) [2≦kD(a, a)/kA(To, fo), zeD.

h particular. 3'fTo belongs io
c(A), we have

(4.6) Idei(Dlf(I)) l2≦vol(A)kD(a, 2), z eD.

Theorem 4.2 Lei D be a bounded domain with io

em(D) and F(a) be a biholomorbhl'c map of D onto

F(D) with I.-F(i) em(F(D)) (l≠to),then we have

(4.7) Idet(D.F(i)) l2≧kD(to, io)/kF(D) (To,テo)

≧ ldet(DIF(to)) l2･

In Particular, if D is a bounded homogeneous

domaln a71d w-I(I) maps D holomクrPhtcally l'nio

F(D), then we have (4.7) and further

(4.8) ldei(D.F(i)) l≧max([dei(D.I(i)) I,

[dei(D&f(to)) ().

Proof･ We easily have, for
I-F(lo),

ldet(D.F(i)) 12-kD(i, i-)/kF(D)(To,ぞo)

≧kD(lo, i-o)/kF(D)(To,ぞo)≧kD(io, to)/kF(D,(T,チ)

- ldet(D.F(io)) [2.

If D is a bounded homogeneous domain, m(D) is

nonempty and F(D) is homogeneous with m(F(D))

≠4. Therefore, we have, for F(i) -To,

ldet(D&F(i)) [2=kD(i, i-)/kF(D, (F(i), FTq)

≧kD(i, i-)/kF(D)(I(a), I(I))

- (kD(i, i-)/kD(a,2)) (kD(a, 2)/kF(D)(I(a), 772T)

≧(kD(t, i-)/kD(I, 2)) ldet(D.I(z)) I2, zeD,

since from Theorem 4. 1 for A-F(D)

ldet(D.I(a)) l2≦kD(I, i)/kF(D)(I(I),ア面)
holds･ Hence from kD (I,乏)≧kD (to,i-.)we easily have

(4.8).

TheoEem 4.3 Lei D and F(D) be bounded mt'nt-

mal do桝ains with center al i.
ec(D) and I.

eC(F(D)),

resbeciively, where F (a) mL2Ps D biholomorPhc'cally onto

F(D) with F(i)-To, then we hal)e

(4･9) ldel(D.F(i)) l2≧vol(F(D)) /Col(D)

≧ ldei(D.F(io)) [2,

where lhe equality signs hold l'fand only if i-io.

In 4arlicuZar, if F(a) is a volume Preserving

biholomorbhic
map, lhen a)e have

(4.10) ldel(D.F(i))l≧1≧rdet(D&F(1o))l [7].
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Proof. From (4.7) and (2.9) we have (4.9) and

(4.10).

Remark 4.2 If det(DaF(i))-1, F(z) is a min-

imal map of D with center at To. Therefore, vol(F

(D))≦vol(D). Then we have ldet(D.F(io)) I≦1,

where equality holds if and only if vol(F(D)) -vol(D)
･

corollary 4.2 Lei D and A be bounded ml'nimal

do71Wl'ns with center al io ec(D) and To eC(A),
re-

spectively. If there exists a biholomorbhl'c map of D

onto A
with F(i)-To, then we have

(4.ll) dei(D&F(I)) -det(D.F(i))kD(a, i-)/kD(i, i-)

-det(D,F(i))MD,(1) (ち t)

and

(4.12) ckD-1(i,君) 1kD(Z, i-=≦1del(D&F(a)) I

≦clkD(a, i-)I(cf. (4.5) and (4.6)),

u'here c-[vol(D)vol(A)]1/2 and the equality signs in

(4.12) hold when and only when i-to･

In parll'cular, when i-i. and F(io) -To hold. we

have

(4. 13) del(D&F(I)) -dot(DgF(io)),
a eD,

and

(4.14) ldet(DBF(io) ) l-[vol(F(D) )/VOL(D)]1′2.

Furiher, if vol(D) -vol(A)
holds. wc have

(4. 15) det(D.F(I)) -en, zeD,

where i= J二i and e denotes a real consianl.

Theorem 4.4 Lel D and A be rebreseniattve

doma3'ns with center at to and
To,

respectively.If there

exists a biholomorPhl'c map F(I) of D onto A with

F(i)-To, ihen we have, frク桝(2.ll) and (2.14),

(4.16) F(a)- (DP(i)) TD-1(i, i-)

.I､:
TD(I, i-)dz+

F(i).

In ♪z2rticular, for i-to and F(lo) -To We have

(4.17) F(a) - (D名F(io))(a-to) +To.

Corollary 4.3 LeL D be a bounded h抑〃genemS

standard domain with center al lo, then D cm not

have more ihan one center as a rebresentaiive domain.

Proof. Supl:OSe that D is a representative domain

with two centers to arid il in D, and h(之)isa transi･

tive map of D onto itself with h(lo)-il, then we

have from Theorem 4.4

D.h(I) -D&h(il), Z eD.

On the other hand, since D is a minimal domain

with center at lo, we have, from (4.9) for tl≠lo,

ldet(D&h(ll)) 1>1> ldet(D&h(to)) [.

This is a contrdiction.

Remark 4.3 For a minimal and also moment

minimal domain the similar result holds, since the

differential equation w(I) det (D.w (I))-a with w(0) -0

and D&w(0) -E has a unique solution w-a.

Theoren 4.5 Lel D be a bounded homogeneous

domain and the biholomorPhic image domains Aw and

A'of D be ike representative domains of D wtih center

ai ike origin with resbecl
io i

eD (w(i)-0) and
I

eD (;(I)-0), res9eciively. Then ike map ;(W) of Aw

onto A'u,ilhこ(0) -0 is given by ike Linear map

(4.18)こ-(D.h,(i))w, w eAp,

where h,(a) denotes the iransilive桝aP of D onto itself

with h,(i)-I.

Proof. The representative functions aregiven by

w-TD-1(i, i-)I,&TD(ちt-)dz
and

(- TD-1 (I,
チ)J､:

TD(X,ラ)dx.

For a transitive map x-h,(I) of D with hi(i)-I,

we have, from (2.14),

TD(a, i-)
- (D.hL(i))*TD(X,管) (D.h,(x)).

So, we obtain

(-TD-1(I,管) ∫:TD(X,ぞ)dx

- (D&h,(i)) TD-1(i, i1∫:TD(a, i)dz- (D&h, (i))w.

Remark 4. 4 ロnder t也e same situation iIIT血eorem

4.5タ for two minimal domains Aw and A( the map

(-((w) of Aw onto A(with ;(o)-o satisfies

det (Dw;(w)) -det(D2hi(i)), wEAw.

Example 4.I Let B" betheunit ballin C", then

Bh is a representative domain with center at the

origin. For the representative functions a(I) with

a)(i)-0 and ((z) with ((I) -Owe
have ∈- (D&h,(i))w,

where h,(z) denotes the trarlSitive map of B" onto

itself and

D&hL(i)-[(1-I ITll2)(E-TT*)]1/2U[(1-Hit l2)

･ (E-tt*) ]~1/2,

where U is a constant unitary matrix.

This shows that the representative domains Aw

with w(i)-0 and A' with ((T)-0 have the slight

distortion between them. Or) the other
hand, for the

unit disc we have

;-e''e(1-LTL2) (1-1tL2)~lw,
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whichgives a similar transformation of the unit disc.

5. Normal domair?

If D is a minimal domain with center at the

orlgln, the image domain of D under any map w-Az

with det(A) -1
is also a minimal domain with center

at the origin because of the biholomorphic relative

invariance of the I∋ergmaⅢ kernel function aⅢd (2.8).

Thusl even minimal domains belonging tO a biholom-

orphic equlValent class of a ball under the conditions

I(o) -o and det(D.I(o)) -1
are not unique.

The image domain of a representative domain D

with center at the orlgln under any map w-Az is

also a representative domainwith center at the orlgln.

Therefore, representative domains belonglng tO the

same biholomorphic
equlValent class are not unlque.

But the representative domain belonging tO the equl･

valent class under the conditions I(o) -o and DJ(o)

-E
is

uniquely determined (see Theorem 4.4).

Further, any one of the three types of canonical

･domains of a domain D depends on a distinguished

polnt i in D and the initial conditions with respect to

～ (see Theorem 4.5).

Now, we wish to de丘ne the normal domain (a

-sort of a representative domain) as a natural canonical

domai n.

De血ition 5. 1 The image domain Aw of a bounded

･domain
D under the map (normal map)

(5･1) w-

TDll/2(iJIJ:TD(Z･i-)dz

is called the normal do7nain of
D

with center at the

Origin (with respeat to a distinguished point i), where

TDl/2(i, i) denotes a regular matrix
P

such that

P*P-TD(i, t1 (positive definite Hermitian Matrix)

holds.

Lemma 5.1 For a biholomorbiu'c map ;(a) of a

bounded domain D onto A
with ;(i)-I We haul?

(5.2) TD-1/2(i, i-)∫;TD(I, i-)dz

- UTA-1/2 (で,香)∫:TA(E,チ)d;,

.where
U denotes a conslani uniiary matrix.

Proof. As 4z*TD*(ちi-)TD(i, i-)TD(a,君)dz is

biholomorphically invariant from (2.14) , then we have

(5.2) with
a constant unitary matrix U. Indeed, U is

a unitary matrix and must be holomorphic
with respect
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to I, and thus U*-U-1 must be holomorphic with

respect to a. Therefore, U must be a constant unitary

matrix.

Lemma 5. 2 A necessary and subfcl'entcondition

ihal a domain A i.S a normal domain with center ai ike

or3gtn is

(5.3) TA(;, 0)-TAl/2(o, o)U*, ; eA,

i. e.,

(5.4) TA(;, 0)-TA(0, 0),こsA, and

TA(0, 0)-E, which shows that A l's a sort of areb-

resenlaiive domain.

proof･ For a normal

mapこ-TD-1/2J.&TD(a,
0)dz

we have

∈-

TD11′2I.'TD(Z･ 0) dz-

UT√1/2J:TA
(E･ 0) dE･

Differentiating both sides of this, we have

E-UT{1/2(o, o)TA(こ, 0).

Hence we have the result. Converse is true.

Theorem 5.I Normal do桝ains of lhe biholo･

morPhic equivalent class of a bounded domain with

resb3Ct lo ike coryesbo71ding dl'siingul'shJOd bolnls are

unL'quely detenllined ub io uniiary matrices.

TheDrem 5.2 Nor7naE domL2lns of ike biholo･

morphic equivalent class of a bounded homogeneous

domain wtih r

･sbect
io arbiiary dl'st2'nguished ♪oinls

are miquely deierml'ned ub io unilary matrices.

Proof･ Let 4Q and A; be normal domains with

center at the orlgln With respect to distinguished points

i and I, respectively, then we have the normal maps

w- TD-l'2 (i,

;- TD~1/2 (丁,

i-)I:

香)I

TD (a, i-)dz,

TD(X, i)dx

and

TD-1/2(t･
i-)∫:TD(Z･

i-)dz

-UTD-1/2(I,テ)∫:TD(X,
i)dx

for a transitive map x-h,(z) of D onto itself with

hl(i)-で. Therefore, we obtain w- U;.

Example 5.1 (i) If D is a boundedhomogeneous

domain, then a transitive map (-こ(z) with ((i) -I is

glVell by

TD~1/2(i,君)J､:TD(a, ild2

-UTD-1/2(T,香) TD((,香)d:.
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(ii) For the unit ball B.-B in C", we have a

normal map w(z) of Bwith w(i)-0 as

u)- TB-I/2(i, i-)∫TB(I, i-)dz

-

J両巧(E-il*) ll/2 (I-i) (1-t*z) -1 (1-l*t)
1/2

u)(B)
is a ball of radius Jn+1 with center at 0.

(iii)The normal domain uJ(B) of the unit ball

is also a ball with Tw(B)(0, 0)-E.
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